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Abstract
In this report, preliminary sizing of turbomachinery for a concentrating solar
thermal power plant operating in the lunar environment is presented. The power
cycle consists of a gas Brayton cycle operating with Argon as the working fluid for
a 100 kW rating. Operational bounds render radial turbomachinery a favourable
architecture for this application. A radial compressor and radial inflow turbine can
be sized for operation on a single shaft with shaft speeds of approximately60 krpm.
Comparing with a dual shaft layout, no operational advantages are available with
splitting the expansions across two turbines. The shaft power and rotational speed of
the single shaft case analysed is similar to Auxiliary power unit (APU) applications
which provide an ideal candidate to benchmark supporting components.
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Table 1: Cycle operating conditions
Turbine inlet temperature [K] 1000, 1250, 1500
Turbine inlet pressure [kPa] 750
Compressor inlet temperature [K] 300
Compressor inlet pressure [kPa] 100, 200, 300
Compressor isentropic efficiency [%] 80
Turbine isentropic efficiency [%] 90
1 Introduction
The purpose of this report is to conduct preliminary sizing of turbomachinery for a concen-
trating solar thermal power plant operating in the lunar environment. A single candidate
cycle is used for sizing calculations in this report. A further aim of this report is to provide
a work flow for preliminary sizing of turbomachiney for Brayton cycles.
The power cycle consists of a recuperated gas Brayton cycle operating with Argon
as the working fluid with a 100 kW rating. Cycle pressure ratio is 2.5. For the nominal
cycle Turbine inlet temperature is 1250 K, with compressor inlet temperature 100 K [8].
Cycle conditions as used for further analysis are summarised in Table 1. Additional cold
and hot side operating temperatures are considered in addition to the nominal case.
2 Functional requirements
A key consideration as highlighted in a NASA scoping study for Bratyon cyles in space
[5] is the requirement for high and quantifiable reliability of components and the need to
operate for a long service life (years) without maintenance.
For a system to operate with high and quantifiable reliability, it is advantageous
to operate with a simple design, thereby limiting the number of component validation
tests. Furthermore, the selection of a simple system has the benefit that the number of
unforseen detrimental interactions and failure modes is minimised.
Aside from reliability and service, turbomachinery is also required to operate
subject to the following environmental conditions:
• Low gravity (6 times lower than earth).
• Varaible ambient temperature, lunar surface temperatures are in the range 50 K to
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400 K depending on siting and solar radiation [8].
• stop start (thermal transients) due to duty cycle of CSP plant.
3 Theory: Specific speed sizing
Specific speed sizing is typically used in conjunction with architecture selection charts for
the preliminary sizing of turbomachinery, as no detailed information about the internal
turbomachine is required. Selection charts for turbines and compressors are shown in
Figure 1 and 2 respectively. Specific speed is defined in Equation 1, and is also typically
used in conjunction with specific diameter, defined in Equation 2.
ns =
ω
√
Q
∆h0, s
0.75 (1)
ds =
D∆h0, s
0.25
√
Q
(2)
Where ∆h0, s is the isentropic change in enthalpy for the stage, ω is the shaft
speed in radians per second, and Q is the volumetric flow rate. For turbines, volumetric
flow (Q) is typically taken as the volumetric flow at the outlet, whilst for compressors it
is taken as the inlet [10].
Equation 1 and Equation 2 can be related through Equation 3 and 4 for com-
pressor and turbine respectively [10].
ns ds =
2
η µ
(3)
Where η is the efficiency of the stage, and µ is the slip factor.
ns ds ≈ 2 (4)
Considering the turbine, Figure 1 shows that axial and radial turbines are the
only two designs that deliver appreciable efficiency. A similar observation can be made
for compressors in Figure 2. Of these architectures, there are several advantages to using
the radial architecture, including [10, 5]:
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Figure 1: Turbine efficiency as a function of specifc speed for different architectures.
Figure from [3].
Figure 2: Compressor efficiency as a function of specifc speed for different architectures.
Figure from [3].
• Fewer stages
• More compact machinery
• Improved off-design performance
• Improved sealing, through the requirment to seal smaller surfaces (smaller diameter
machinery)
• Improved rotordynamics due to reduced number of stages
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Table 2: Turbine performance and geometric characteristics, ns = 0.45
Inlet temperature [K] Shaft speed [krpm] Rotor inlet diameter [mm] Mass flow rate [kg/s]
1000 58 131 0.69
1250 69 124 0.56
1500 79 119 0.46
4 Preliminary sizing
4.1 Cycle boundary conditions
Cycle operating conditions are summarised in Table 1. For turbomachinery performance
estimates heat exchangers and recuperators are assumed to be isobaric, i.e. turbine outlet
pressure is equivalent to compressor inlet pressure. Whilst recuperation is a key require-
ment for the efficient operation of Brayton cycles [2], cycle layout does not influence
turbomachinery preliminary sizing. As volumetric flow rate is sensitive to temperature,
and volumtric flow rate is key to turbomachinery sizing and performance, a represen-
tative range of temperatures on either side of the nominal cycle are considered and are
summarised in Table 1.
4.2 Preliminary turbine sizing
As the turbine is the prime mover, it is sized first. From Figure 1, maximum efficiency is
obtained for specific speed (ns) in the range 0.2 to 0.9 for radial inflow turbines. Single
stage expansions are a candidate option due to the low cycle pressure ratio. For prelim-
inary sizing single stage expansion is assumed, with the feasibility of resulting desings
checked subject to the constraint of shaft speed.
For a first pass, specific speed is set to ns = 0.45. Subject to the desired shaft
power of 100 kW and cycle operating conditions in Table 1, ∆h0, s and Q are calculated.
Based on these parameters, shaft speed rotor inlet diameter are calculated according to
Equation 1, 2, and 4. Turbine characteristics are summarised in Table 2.
A key observation from Table 2 is that shaft speeds and rotor sizes are com-
parable to Auxiliary power unit (APU) turbines of similar shaft power, i.e. the 100kW
Hamilton-Sunstrand APU described in reference [7]. Given the similarity in shaft speed
with APU applications, it can be implied that shaft speed is not a limiting factor for the
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Table 3: Compressor performance and geometric characteristics
Inlet temperature [K] Rotor inlet diameter [mm] Shaft power [kW] ns [-]
100 57 14.7 0.78
200 101 31.5 0.65
300 137 47.5 0.58
proposed single stage expansion. As shaft speeds and operational pressures are similar to
APUs, it is likely that similar bearing and shaft sealing technologies may be used. The
advantage of this approach is that these components will have demonstrated and pre-
dictable reliability. Further to these components, similar alternators may also be coupled
to the turbomachinery.
4.3 Preliminary compressor sizing
From Figure 3, maximum efficiency is in the range ns = 0.4 to 2.0 for radial compressors,
and can be increased if a mixed flow compressor is selected. As with the turbine, single
stage expansion is assumed subject to the constraint of shaft speed. For preliminary sizing,
shaft speed and cycle mass flow rate of the 1250 K turbine inlet temperature turbine design
summarised in Table 2 are used. ∆h0, s and Q are the calculated based on cycle operating
conditions in Table 1. Based on these parameters, specific speed is calculated according to
Equation 1, and rotor size is calculated according to 2, and 3. Compressor characteristics
are summarised in Table 3.
Table 3 shows that the specific speed of the calculated designs is close to the
optimal value for radial compressors. This implies that a radial compressor matched to
a radial turbine is a feasible solution. Considering the smaller number of stages and
compactness of machinery, this will most likely be the preferred solution. These results
are also consistent with prior scoping studies by NASA for Brayton cycle space power
applications [5]. This study considered noble gas working fluids for Brayton cycle space
power applications at sub 100 kW scales. For these applications radial turbomachinery
was also identified as a preferred solution. As with cycle analysis, Table 3 shows that
selecting lower cold side temperature is favourable for cycle performance, as required
compressor power and size increases dramatically with an increase in inlet temperature.
Furthermore, the higher specific speed of the 100 K compressor design corresponds to a
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higher predicted stage efficiency.
A further key consideration regarding inlet temperature is that compressors have
a smaller operational envelope than turbines - therefore it is critical that cycle conditions
(i.e. compressor inlet conditions) are well quantified for an appropriate compressor to be
designed. More through stage matching is considered in the following sections.
5 Turbine and compressor matched sizing
Preliminary sizing indicates that radial architectures are preferred, however turbine and
compressor are matched in isolation, and single shaft operation is assumed. For single
shaft operation, the turbine is sized for 100 kW shaft power as opposed to 100 kW net
power, i.e. with proper consideration to driving the compressor. This will change the
operating point of the turbine design, which is assessed in Section 5.1. Furthermore, other
shaft configurations are possible, with a dual shaft configuration assessed in section 5.2.
The two radial turbomachinery layouts proposed by NASA in the prior Brayton cycle
turbomachinery study [5] are as follows and shown in Figure 3:
1. Single shaft (Turbine, compressor, alternator)
2. Dual shaft (turbine and compressor; power turbine and alternator)
The key advantage of a dual shaft layout is that turbmoachinery can be in-
corporated into the cycle according to functional requirement. The turbine driving the
compressor can be sized as the high pressure turbine, leading to a turbine with high shaft
speed and small scale. The power turbine can then be sized as the low pressure turbine,
with a lower shaft speed and larger size. This scaling is advantageous, as it allows a more
efficient turbine rotor to be designed for the power turbine. Furthermore, a reduction in
shaft speed is favourable for electrical conversion.
Both layouts are assessed in this section for a target 100 kW net shaft power.
Prior sizing indicates that a cycle sized with 100 K discharge offers favourable cycle per-
formance (see compressor shaft power in Table. 3). For the hot side of the cycle, 1250 K is
readily achievable with materials that have proven reliability in gas turbine applications.
Consequently, the 100 K / 1250 K cycle will form the basis of the following sections. While
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(a) Single shaft.
(b) Dual shaft.
Figure 3: Recuperated Brayton cycle turbomachinery layouts.
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Table 4: Single shaft turbomachinery performance and geometric characteristics
Diameter [mm] Shaft power [kW] ns [-] N [krpm]
Turbine 150 118 0.45 63
Compressor 61 18 0.78 -
further refinements are made for matched sizing, bearing, interstage and windage losses
are not accounted for at this stage, as their contribution to machine size determination is
minimal.
5.1 Single shaft layout
For the single shaft layout, the turbine is sized first (i.e. the specific speed is selected
according to Figure 1). The compressor specific speed is then calculated based on cycle
conditions and the shaft speed determined from the turbine design. Sizing is determined
using ns_match.py, included in Appendix A.1
Table 4 shows turbine and compressor are of similar sizes and shaft speed to prior
sections. A key difference is that the turbine is sized slightly larger than in Table 2, with
a slower rotational speed than when sized for 100 kW shaft power.
5.2 Dual shaft layout
For the dual shaft layout, the work split is calculated first, then cycle mass flow rate deter-
mined. The work split and intermediate pressure between the two turbines is determined
based on the work requried to drive the compressor, and assumed component efficiencies.
As pressure ratio of the cycle is small, polytropic efficiency was assumed to be identical
to isentropic efficiency.
Using the intermediate pressure and mass flow rate, the first turbine (compressor
driver) is sized for a target specific speed. The compressor is then sized subject to the fixed
shaft speed from this turbine. Preliminary trials suggested that there is a trade off between
specific speed of the compressor and turbine, and that a high specific speed design was
necessary for the first turbine in order to achieve a compressor design of sufficient specific
speed. This is a similar scenario for matching of compressor and turbine in turbochargers.
The power turbine was then sized by setting specific speed close to the optimal value
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Table 5: Dual shaft turbomachinery performance and geometric characteristics
Diameter [mm] Shaft power [kW] ns [-] N [krpm]
Turbine 70. 18 1.2 52
Compressor 74 18 0.63 52
Power Turbine 156 100 0.45 56
without constraints on shaft speed. Sizing is determined using ns_dual.py, included in
Appendix A.2. Geometric and performance characteristics are shown in Table 5 for one
selected case.
To arrive at an acceptable compressor design, the turbine driving the compressor
must be characterised by a high specific speed. This dictates either an axial or mixed
flow architecture if efficiency is to be maintained. Table 5 shows that the advantages
of a dual shaft layout are diminished compared to those suggested by the prior NASA
study. Considering the power turbine, it is twice the size of the turbine for the single
shaft layout and of comparable speed. Whilst the larger scale of the power turbine may
aid in achieving an efficient rotor design, the shaft speed is not significantly different from
the single shaft layout, thereby diminishing potential gains in conversion efficiency.
A key difference between the present cycle and those in the NASA study that
investigated is the lower cold side temperature of the presently investigated cycle. This
leads to a differing work split and volumetric flow rates for the power turbine, hence many
of the benefits of a dual shaft configuration are diminished.
5.3 Summary
Comparing single and dual shaft configurations, it is clear that the anticipated benefits of
a dual shaft layout are not realised for the present cycle conditions. Given the importance
of reliability (i.e. reduced complexity) for space applications, there is additional merit in
the pursuit of the single shaft design.
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Figure 4: T-100 APU power module section view. Figure from [7]
6 Additional considerations
6.1 Shaft layout
With the selection of a single shaft concept, turbomachinery can be packaged in a similar
manner to aircraft APU that also utilise radial stages. This is typically done in a back
to back manner for compressor and turbine rotors, with the rotor system supported on
either end. With this configuration, the alternator is positioned in a cantilevered manner
on the compressor side as to limit thermal exposure. An example of a relevant APU
is the Hamilton Sundstrand T-100, for which the turbine design is disclosed in [7] and
machinery layout shown in Figure 4.
The principal advantage of the back to back rotor arrangement is that sealing
requirements between rotors is minimal, as the compressor rotor outlet static pressure is
approximately the same as the turbine rotor inlet pressure. The key difference between
the flows is in temperature.
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6.2 Bearings, gears and seals
Given similarity in shaft speed and power range, suitable designs for bearings and seals
should both be available from APU designs. Designs for alternators and reduction gears
may also be selected from APU designs. A key consideration is whether a direct drive
alternator with frequency conversion is favourable over a system with reduction gears.
6.2.1 Bearings
Two main architectures of bearing are possible. If APU benchmarking is used, rolling
element bearings may be selected, however these require lubrication. An alternative is
gas foil bearings [4]. An assessment of these designs is made in the following section.
If similarly rated APU are used as a benchmark, a set of matched angular contact
rolling element bearings may be selected [1]. These bearings may be used in conjunction
with an oil lubrication system, or utilise grease. One key limiting factor for grease lubri-
cation of bearings is bearings surface speeds, described by N · dM , where N is the shaft
speed in rpm, and dM is the mean diameter of the bearing in millimeters. Upper limits
for surface speed are N · dM = 2× 107 mm/min. For the present application of N = 60
krpm, this would lead to a maximum bearing diameter of dM = 33 mm. A bearing of this
size should be able to accommodate a shaft of d = 20 mm to 25 mm. While speed and
size are not limiting factors for the use of grease as a lubricant in the present application,
there are additional requirements that need to be considered such as bearing operational
temperature and removal of heat from the bearings, as well as shaft motion and damping.
Both of these features can be addressed through the use of oil lubrication.
A key requirement for oil lubrication is oil drainage and sealing. oil drainage and
supply can be accomplished through either a wet or dry sump arrangement in conjunction
with pressurised oil spray lubrication. A key challenge for oil drainage in the present
application is the reduced gravity lunar environment, which would likely favour a dry
sump arrangement as in APU.
A further consideration is operating conditions of the bearings. lubricants are
typically only chemically stable over a small temperature range in the context of those
possible in the present application. Degradation of lubricant in the present application
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would not be acceptable for functionality and reliability of the power cycle. One means
to avoid degradation is to thermally manage the lubrication and bearing system, however
this would lead to a complex system and further parasitic losses. A further consideration
regarding lubrication is the requirement for service. Clearly the most favourable solution
for lubrication is to design out the need for lubrication in the bearing system.
Gas foil bearings were developed from the 1950’s onwards, with commercialisation
in the 1970’s for air cycle machines (ACM) [4]. ACMs are a turbomachine used as part of
the air conditioning system of passenger aircraft to supply clean air to the cabin. A key
requirement of cabin supply air is that it remains uncontaminated, i.e. free of oil mist that
may carry over from turbomachinery lubricating systems. Hence oil free turbomachinery
became a key requirement for these machines. This was achieved through the use of gas
foil bearings using the working fluid for both thrust and radial bearings [4].
Following on from commercialisation in ACM, gas foil bearings saw use in process
turbo expanders for gas separation. The key driving requirement for this application is
reduced contamination of separated gases and the need to operate in cryogenic conditions.
Gas foil bearings enable this through operating on process fluid, which limits the need for
extensive sealing and thermal management.
Since process expanders, the use of gas foil bearings has expanded into process
compression, APU, and turbochargers [4]. Given that the present application is sized
similarly to ACM and APU, and that load capacity of gas foil bearings has increased
dramatically in recent years (see Figure 5), it is likely that speeds and loads of the present
application are within the feasible range for gas foil bearings. The ability to operate in
process fluid and the lack of lubrication system renders these bearings very attractive for
the present application.
6.3 Alternator configuration
Whilst it is clear that packaging of the alternator on the cold side of turbomachinery is
advantageous for operation, there are additional considerations for this. The key difference
between APU and the present configuration is that the present cycle is of a closed loop
configuration. Considering that Argon and other noble gasses for consideration in Brayton
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Figure 5: Gas foil bearing technology development map. Figure reproduced from [4]
cycles are inert (i.e. for the purpose of alternator operation they are dielectric gasses),
this lends itself for alternators and turbomachinery to be immersed within the working
fluid. An advantage of this is that the working fluid can be used as a coolant for the
alternator.
Windage loss on rotating discs, as studied for application to high speed alternators
[9] is proportional to geometry, rotational speed, and fluid density according to Equation 5
∆hwindage ∝ kf ρω3 r5 (5)
An alternative arrangement is for the alternator to be housed external to the power
cycle (i.e. in a vacuum), and coupled to turbomachinery via a magnetic shaft coupling.
Couplings at the selected power rating should be assessed against windage losses for
candidate alternators.
An important benchmark for both windage and cooling of turbogenerators is the
use of cooling fluids in large scale turbogenerators as used at 100 MWe scale. In these
turbogenerators, an atmosphere of Hydrogen is utilised for cooling, as hydrogen has a
high thermal conductivity (resulting in efficient cooling)and low density (resulting in low
windage losses). Hydrogen however must be maintained in an atmosphere outside of
flammability limits, which is likely only feasible at scale.
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6.4 Alternator drive
A key in determining alternator drive configuration is the frequency of the network. Typ-
ical terrestrial systems operate at 50 Hz or 60 Hz, which is consistent with the rotational
speed of turbomachinery used for generation at 100 MW scale. By contrast, aircraft op-
erate at 400 Hz, consistent with an approximately 5 times speed reduction for APU shaft
speeds. If the network is designed for higher frequency operation, conversion losses (either
mechanical or electrical) will be fewer for the presently considered systems.
In considering alternator operation, a further consideration is whether to use di-
rect drive from turbomachinery in conjunction with frequency conversion using power
electronics, or whether to use geared reduction and drive the alternator at the desired
frequency. Given the similarities in shaft speeds and power ratings with APU, gearboxes
are a feasible option in terms of appropriate reduction ratios and availability of mature
designs. For the present application, driving alternators at the same shaft speed in conjuc-
tion with power electronics for frequency conversion is likely advantageous over gearboxes
due to lower weight. The tradeoff will be in lower electrical conversion efficiency.
6.5 Testing and validation
The NASA space power program from the 1960’s and 70’s was based upon Argon as the
design working fluid for radial machinery for 10 kW to 100 kW scale applications, i.e. rotor
diamters of 100 mm to 150 mm. As part of this program, similitude theory was developed
for testing with air. This is summarised in reference [6]. A key difference in similitude, as
typically considered for gas turbines, is the difference in ratio of specific heats, γ. Argon
is characterised by a higher ratio of specific heats (γ) for both turbine and compressor
compared to gas turbines. Specific heats are γ ≈ 1.8, 1.6 for argon compressor and turbine
compared to γ ≈ 1.4, 1.3 for gas turbine compressors and turbines respectively. Reference
[6] provides the appropriate correction approaches for these differences. Separately, Argon
was also considered as a working fluid for wind tunnels by NASA owing to it’s lower specific
heat (Cp), leading to lower input power to achieve similar test conditions.
As highlighted in Section 2, the requirement for high and quantifiable reliability of
components and the need to operate for a long service life (years) without maintenance is
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key. A key advantage of the present single shaft turbomachinery sizing is that shaft speeds
and power ratings are comparable to APU applications, thus rendering APU components
feasible. This has the advantage that APU components are developed for aviation, where
quantifiable component reliability is a strict requirement.
7 Conclusion
The present turbomachinery operational bounds derived from cycle conditions render
radial turbomachinery as a favourable architecture. At 100 kW shaft power, a radial
compressor and radial inflow turbine can be sized for operation on a single shaft with shaft
speeds of approximately 60 krpm. Comparing with a dual shaft layout, no operational
advantages are available with splitting the expansions across two turbines. The shaft
power and rotational speed of the single shaft case analysed is similar to APU applications
which provide an ideal candidate to benchmark shaft layouts and components.
Considering detailed design of turbomachinery, the specific speeds of the proposed
designs in this report are within the range of common designs, hence incumbent workflows
and design methodologies for air turbomachinery will be readilly applicable. The primary
difference is in ratio of specific heats, γ, for which Argon has a higher value than air. This
dictates that for the present cycle expansion ratio and specific speeds that the stages will
be subsonic.
In realising the turbomachinery system for Argon, the packaging of the alternator
in either a canned set-up of externally connected with a magnetic coupling remains to be
evaluated. This should be assessed in conjunction with the alternator drive.
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A Codes used for turbomachinery sizing
A.1 Single shaft
1 ””” ns match . py
2 Joshua Keep 20 Nov 2018
3
4 S c r i p t to s i z e r a d i a l turbomachinery . Based on s i n g l e s tage expansion .
5
6 Turbine i s s i z e d f i r s t , accord ing to optimal s p e c i f i c speed , then
compressor s p e c i f i c speed c a l c u a l t e d based on c y c l e c o n d i t i o n s and f i x e d
s h a f t speed .
7
8 ”””
9 import numpy as np
10 import s c ipy as s c i
11 from s c ipy . opt imize import f s o l v e
12 from s c ipy . opt imize import root
13 from s c ipy . opt imize import ∗
14 from s c ipy . i n t e r p o l a t e import ∗
15 import math
16
17 import CoolProp . CoolProp as cp
18 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
19 from matp lo t l i b import t i c k e r
20 p l t . c l o s e ( ’ a l l ’ )
21
22 def speed (N S ,dH,Q) :
23 ” Function to c a l c u l a t e speed given s p e c i f i c speed and f low cond i t i ons ,
metr ic un i t s in , rpm out ”
24 N=N S∗(dH∗∗ . 7 5 ) /(Q∗∗ . 5 ) #rad ians / sec
25 return N ∗60 .0/(2∗math . p i ) #rpm
26
27 def D(D S ,V,dH) :
28 ” Function to c a l u c l a t e diameter g iven s p e c i f i c diameter and f low
cond i t i ons , metr ic un i t s in ”
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29 D=D S∗(V∗∗ . 5 ) /(dH∗∗ . 2 5 )
30 return D #m
31
32 def spec speed (N,dH,Q) :
33 ” Function to c a l c u l a t e s p e c i f c speed given s h a f t speed [ rpm ] and
f low cond i t i ons , metr ic un i t s in , rpm out ”
34 omega=N∗(2∗math . p i ) /60 .0
35 N S=omega∗(Q∗∗ . 5 ) /(dH∗∗ . 7 5 )
36 return N S
37#Cycle c o n d i t i o n s
38
39TH= 1250 .
40PH=750000.0
41 e t a t =.9
42
43TC=100.
44PC=300000.
45 e t a c =.8
46 f l u i d=’ argon ’
47
48 Wdot=100. e3 #d e s i r e d net power
49
50#Turbine
51 h t i n= cp . PropsSI ( ’H ’ , ’T ’ ,TH, ’P ’ ,PH, f l u i d )
52 s t i n = cp . PropsSI ( ’S ’ , ’T ’ ,TH, ’P ’ ,PH, f l u i d )
53 h t ou t=cp . PropsSI ( ’H ’ , ’S ’ , s t i n , ’P ’ ,PC, f l u i d )
54
55 dh t=h t in−h t ou t #i s e n t r o p i c s p e c i f i c enthalpy change
56 dh t a=( e t a t ∗dh t ) #actua l s p e c i f i c enthalpy change
57
58#Compressor
59 h c i n= cp . PropsSI ( ’H ’ , ’T ’ ,TC, ’P ’ ,PC, f l u i d )
60 s c i n = cp . PropsSI ( ’S ’ , ’T ’ ,TC, ’P ’ ,PC, f l u i d )
61 h c out=cp . PropsSI ( ’H ’ , ’S ’ , s c i n , ’P ’ ,PH, f l u i d )
62
63 dh c=h c out−h c i n #i s e n t r o p i c s p e c i f i c enthalpy change
64 dh c a=(dh c / e t a c ) #ac tua l s p e c i f i c enthalpy change
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65
66# wr=dh t a / dh c a # work r a t i o
67 mdot= Wdot/( dh t a−dh c a ) #mass f low ra t e to d e l i v e r r equ i r ed net power
68
69#mass and vo lumetr i c f low ra t e at turb ine o u t l e t
70 rho t = cp . PropsSI ( ’D ’ , ’H ’ , ( h t i n−dh t a ) , ’P ’ ,PC, f l u i d )
71 Q t=mdot/ rho t
72
73#mass and vo lumetr i c f low ra t e at compressor i n l e t
74 rho c = cp . PropsSI ( ’D ’ , ’H ’ , h c in , ’P ’ ,PC, f l u i d )
75 Q c=mdot/ rho c
76
77#turb ine s p e c i f i c speed range
78 n s t =0.45 #np . l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 2 , 0 . 9 ) #use l i n s p a c e f o r trend . 0 . 2 : 0 . 9
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e o f e f f i c i e n t s p e c i f i c speed range f o r RIT( Ba l j e 1981)
79 d s t =2.0/( e t a t ∗ n s t )
80
81 s h a f t s p e e d=speed ( ns t , dh t , Q t )
82 d iamete r t=D( ds t , Q t , dh t ) ∗1000.0 # in [mm]
83
84 print ’TURBINE D [mm] : ’ , d iameter t , ’N [ rpm ] : ’ , sha f t speed , ’ power [kW] ’ ,
dh t a ∗mdot /1000 .
85
86 ns c=spec speed ( sha f t speed , dh c , Q c )
87mu=.9
88 ds c =2.0/( ns c ∗mu∗ e t a c ) #r e l a t i o n s h i p with s l i p f a c t o r (mu)
89 diameter c=D( ds c , Q c , dh c ) ∗1000.0 # in [mm]
90
91 print ’COMPRESSOR D [mm] : ’ , d iameter c , ’ ns : ’ , ns c , ’ power [kW] ’ , dh c a ∗
mdot /1000 .
21
A.2 dual shaft
1 ””” ns dua l . py
2 Joshua Keep 20 Nov 2018
3
4 S c r i p t to s i z e r a d i a l turbomachinery . Based on two s tage expansion 1x
turb ine d r i v i n g compressor , 1x used f o r gene ra t i on o f net power .
5
6 F i r s t expansion uses methodology o f ns match . py
7
8 Va l id i t y range f o r low c y c l e p r e s su r e r a t i o ( i . e . l e s s than 4 . 0 ) , as
i s e n t r p i c e f f i c i e n c y i s approximately p o l y t r o p i c e f f i c i e n c y f o r t h i s
range .
9
10 ”””
11 import numpy as np
12 import s c ipy as s c i
13 from s c ipy . opt imize import f s o l v e
14 from s c ipy . opt imize import root
15 from s c ipy . opt imize import ∗
16 from s c ipy . i n t e r p o l a t e import ∗
17 import math
18
19 import CoolProp . CoolProp as cp
20 import matp lo t l i b . pyplot as p l t
21 from matp lo t l i b import t i c k e r
22 p l t . c l o s e ( ’ a l l ’ )
23
24 def speed (N S ,dH,Q) :
25 ” Function to c a l c u l a t e speed given s p e c i f i c speed and f low cond i t i ons ,
metr ic un i t s in , rpm out ”
26 N=N S∗(dH∗∗ . 7 5 ) /(Q∗∗ . 5 ) #rad ians / sec
27 return N ∗60 .0/(2∗math . p i ) #rpm
28
29 def D(D S ,V,dH) :
22
30 ” Function to c a l u c l a t e diameter g iven s p e c i f i c diameter and f low
cond i t i ons , metr ic un i t s in ”
31 D=D S∗(V∗∗ . 5 ) /(dH∗∗ . 2 5 )
32 return D #m
33
34 def spec speed (N,dH,Q) :
35 ” Function to c a l c u l a t e s p e c i f c speed given s h a f t speed [ rpm ] and
f low cond i t i ons , metr ic un i t s in , rpm out ”
36 omega=N∗(2∗math . p i ) /60 .0
37 N S=omega∗(Q∗∗ . 5 ) /(dH∗∗ . 7 5 )
38 return N S
39#Cycle c o n d i t i o n s
40
41TH= 1250 .
42PH=750000.0
43 e t a t =.9
44
45TC=100.
46PC=300000.
47 e t a c =.8
48 f l u i d=’ argon ’
49
50 Wdot=100. e3 #d e s i r e d net power
51
52#Turbine s t a g e s
53 h t i n= cp . PropsSI ( ’H ’ , ’T ’ ,TH, ’P ’ ,PH, f l u i d )
54 s t i n = cp . PropsSI ( ’S ’ , ’T ’ ,TH, ’P ’ ,PH, f l u i d )
55 h t ou t=cp . PropsSI ( ’H ’ , ’S ’ , s t i n , ’P ’ ,PC, f l u i d )
56
57 dh t=h t in−h t ou t #i s e n t r o p i c s p e c i f i c enthalpy change
58 dh t a=( e t a t ∗dh t ) #actua l s p e c i f i c enthalpy change
59
60#Compressor
61 h c i n= cp . PropsSI ( ’H ’ , ’T ’ ,TC, ’P ’ ,PC, f l u i d )
62 s c i n = cp . PropsSI ( ’S ’ , ’T ’ ,TC, ’P ’ ,PC, f l u i d )
63 h c out=cp . PropsSI ( ’H ’ , ’S ’ , s c i n , ’P ’ ,PH, f l u i d )
64
23
65 dh c=h c out−h c i n #i s e n t r o p i c s p e c i f i c enthalpy change
66 dh c a=(dh c / e t a c ) #ac tua l s p e c i f i c enthalpy change
67
68# wr=dh t a / dh c a # work r a t i o
69 mdot= Wdot/( dh t a−dh c a ) #mass f low ra t e to d e l i v e r r equ i r ed net power
70
71#turb ine 1 ( high pr e s su r e ; compressor d r i v e r )
72 dh t1 a=dh c a
73 dh t1 = dh t1 a / e t a t
74 h t1 out=h t i n − dh t1
75
76#c a l c u l a t e in t e rmed ia t e p r e s su r e
77 P int= cp . PropsSI ( ’P ’ , ’H ’ , h t1 out , ’S ’ , s t i n , f l u i d )
78
79#mass and vo lumetr i c f low ra t e at turb ine 1 o u t l e t
80 rho t1 = cp . PropsSI ( ’D ’ , ’H ’ , ( h t i n−dh t1 a ) , ’P ’ , P int , f l u i d )
81 Q t1=mdot/ rho t1
82
83#mass and vo lumetr i c f low ra t e at compressor i n l e t
84 rho c = cp . PropsSI ( ’D ’ , ’H ’ , h c in , ’P ’ ,PC, f l u i d )
85 Q c=mdot/ rho c
86
87#turb ine s p e c i f i c speed range
88 ns t1 =1.2 #np . l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 2 , 0 . 9 ) #use l i n s p a c e f o r trend . 0 . 2 : 0 . 9
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e o f e f f i c i e n t s p e c i f i c speed range f o r RIT( Ba l j e 1981)
89 ds t1 =2.0/( e t a t ∗ ns t1 )
90
91 s ha f t s p e ed 1=speed ( ns t1 , dh t1 , Q t1 )
92 d iameter t1=D( ds t1 , Q t1 , dh t1 ) ∗1000.0 # in [mm]
93
94 print ’TURBINE 1 D [mm] : ’ , d iameter t1 , ’N [ rpm ] : ’ , s ha f t s p e ed 1
95
96 ns c=spec speed ( sha f t speed1 , dh c , Q c )
97mu=.9
98 ds c =2.0/( ns c ∗mu∗ e t a c ) #r e l a t i o n s h i p with s l i p f a c t o r (mu)
99 diameter c=D( ds c , Q c , dh c ) ∗1000.0 # in [mm]
100
24
101 print ’COMPRESSOR D [mm] : ’ , d iameter c , ’ ns : ’ , ns c , ’ power [kW] ’ , dh c a
∗mdot /1000 .
102
103#Turbine 2 ( power turb ine )
104 dh t2=dh t−dh t1
105
106#mass and vo lumetr i c f low ra t e at turb ine 2 o u t l e t
107 rho t2 = cp . PropsSI ( ’D ’ , ’H ’ , ( h t i n−dh t a ) , ’P ’ ,PC, f l u i d )
108 Q t2=mdot/ rho t2
109
110#turb ine s p e c i f i c speed range
111 ns t2 =0.45 #np . l i n s p a c e ( 0 . 2 , 0 . 9 ) #use l i n s p a c e f o r trend . 0 . 2 : 0 . 9
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e o f e f f i c i e n t s p e c i f i c speed range f o r RIT( Ba l j e 1981)
112 ds t2 =2.0/( e t a t ∗ ns t2 )
113
114 s ha f t s p e ed 2=speed ( ns t2 , dh t2 , Q t2 )
115 d iameter t2=D( ds t2 , Q t2 , dh t2 ) ∗1000.0 # in [mm]
116
117 print ’TURBINE 2 D [mm] : ’ , d iameter t2 , ’N [ rpm ] : ’ , s ha f t s p e ed 2
25
